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THE USE OF GAMES AT TEACHING ENGLISH IN SCHOOL 

 

Аннотация: Интерес у ребёнка, как и мотив, играет очень важную роль в 

обучении иностранным языкам. Если младшим школьникам действительно 

интересно учиться, то они легко преодолевают трудности и успешно 

овладевают материалом. У них формируются прочные умения и навыки, 

поэтому стоит уделять большое внимание использованию различных 

обучающих игр на уроках английского языка. 
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Annotation: Interest of a child, like a motive, plays a very important role in 

teaching pupils some foreign languages. If younger students are really interested in 

learning, they easily overcome difficulties and master the material well. They form 

strong skills. Therefore, it is worth paying much attention to studying different games 

at English lessons. 
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Games are the leading activity of the children. Many English teachers use 

games on their lessons. In the game particularly full and sometimes unexpected 

abilities of the child are realized. This theme is extremely important for deep learning 

and practical application in schools. 

The relevance of the study at this stage is obvious as the game is most 

appropriate for the formation of speech skills in primary school. 

The goal of this study is to design educational games and to identify their 

efficiency at English lessons in primary school. This goal solves the following tasks: 

1. to identify the place of learning games in the learning process and to 

summarize views of different scientists on game as a method of study; 

2. to review the functions of playing activities and different types of 

classifications of games; 

3. to identify individual psychological characteristics of children in primary 

school. 

The game is very limited exercise that requires stress, emotional and mental 

strength. The game always involves pupils to make decision – what to do, what to 

say, how to say, how to win? Will the child speak a foreign language? Children, 

however, do not think about it. For the children the game is first of all fun. The games 

attract many teachers, including teachers of foreign language. In the game all are 

equal. It is feasible even for weak pupils. Moreover, weak pupil in this training can 

become the first in the game: wit and imagination are sometimes more important here 

than knowledge of the subject [1, p.3]. 

Educational possibilities of games have been studied for a long time. Many 

outstanding teachers have rightly drawn attention to the effectiveness of using games 

in the learning process. And this is understandable. The game discovers particularly 

full and sometimes unexpected abilities of the child [2, p.20]. 

Johan Huizinga noted that humans’ culture originated and deployed as the 

game. 

The development of the first fundamental ideas of the theory of the game is 

usually associated with the names of outstanding thinkers of the nineteenth century: 



Friedrich Schiller, Herbert Spencer, W. Wundt, K. Gross, K. Bühler, S. Freud, J. 

Piaget and others [3, p.8]. 

F. Schiller believed that the game «is a pleasure, which is associated with the 

freedom from the outside needs, it is a manifestation of the vital forces of the person» 

[3, p.8]. 

Spencer used during the study of the phenomenon of game evolutionary-

biological approach, he believed that «games don't help in some direct way the 

processes, they are necessary for life». More precisely and considered to the concept 

of the game and ways of its use was produced by V. Wundt, although he believed that 

the game is just pleasure. «The game is a child’s labour, so there is not a single game 

that would not have had a prototype of one of the forms of serious work», – wrote V. 

Wundt [3, p.8].  

As said about the game, the outstanding Soviet educator innovator 

V.A. Suhomlinsky: «the Game – a huge bright window through which the spiritual 

world of the child joins the life-giving flow of ideas, concepts about the world. The 

game is a spark that ignites the flame of curiosity and inquisitiveness» [4, p.25]. 

The features of the game are the diversity of its assignments, a wide range of 

psycho-pedagogical possibilities. There are such types of games as labor, riddles, 

discharge, imagination, communication, etc. [3, p.12]. 

In the practice of play activities have detected its function (to S.A. Shmakov): 

entertainment, communication, and self-realization in play, play therapy, diagnostic, 

correctional, international communication, socialization [3, p.12]. 

The main task of the teacher is to ensure that children don’t lose interest in 

learning a foreign language. 

Using the potential of games in teaching in large measure is due to the 

professionalism and creativity of the teacher. In order to successfully organize 

children's games, he should have a kind of «sense of play», developed creative 

imagination and in addition a certain amount of knowledge and practical skills in the 

methods of the game. 



Junior school age is a great opportunity to learn about the surrounding world, 

including by means of the English language. Fruitful ground for this is the game. It 

fosters the interest of younger students to English, the game is able to attract the 

attention of students, to cultivate in them love for this complex subject. But teacher 

should use the game system skillfully without losing the essence of the lesson and not 

to give the game the character of exercise routine [6, p.12]. 
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